
Ceramic Glass Slumping Molds

Deep Square Bowl
This 7” square bowl is a generous 2½” deep and will 
hold plenty of chips or pretzels during your  
next party!
#F019

Ceramic Slumping Molds
Our ceramic molds can be used dozens of times, to create decorative 
slumped glass bowls, dishes, trays and serving plates.  Molds are pre-
drilled with air relief holes where required.  All of these molds will fit in 
our #JK1145 fusing kiln.

Mix & Match all Ceramic Slumping Molds  
for Quantity Discount!

Round Spoon Rest
8½” x 3”.  What a beautiful way to spice up your 
kitchen! This attractive spoon rest allows you 
to place your messy spoons down while cooking, 
keeping your kitchen clean up to a minimum.
#F198

Wind Chime
Use this fantastic mold to make your own custom 
wind chimes!  This mold is 11” long and 4” wide 
with a 1” height on the ripples, allowing you to 
make narrow or wide strips to hang as chimes!
#F212

Ceramic Kiln Posts (set of 3)
3 sizes of stable ceramic kiln posts 
can be stacked for supporting drop 
out rings, kiln shelves, etc.   
Sold in Sets of 3.
#1804 2” tall
#2040 4” tall
#2208 6” tall

Bottle Sagger
10” x 4½”.  Keep those special memories 
alive!  This mold allows you to take your 
favorite bottle of beer (once you have 
finished it) and slump the bottle so that you 
can mount, hang or incorporate the bottle in 
your own particular artistic way.
#F306

Small Rectangle Plate
This plate is just the right size for snacks or 
soaps.  The mold is 7” long and 3¾” wide.
#F410

Round Spiral Plate
This mold creates beautiful round plates with 
dropped centers, reminding one of a flower that has 
recently opened.  This mold is 7” in diameter and 
has a dropped center that is 1¾” deep.
#F584

Square Bowl w/Lip
This 6½” square bowl is 1¼” deep with a 1” lip 
around the outer rim.  This bowl is a great size for 
many applications such as holding small munchies 
and candies.
#F016

Hexagon Plate
9½ Hex.  This mold makes a handsome 
hexagonal plate that will be a welcome 
addition to any buffet table, or hang as 
unique piece of art.
#F046

Ruffled Soap Dish
This is a smart soap dish that will not only hold 
your ornamental soaps but a full size bar.  The 
mold is 6½” L by 5” W and is 1” deep with 
drying ridges running along the bottom.
#F559

Heart Dish
This 4” by 9/16” deep heart mold is just the thing to 
create a little pick-me-up for your special someone, or 
use the mold to make a set of tea caddies!
#F445

Ruffled Sushi Bowl
This cute mold makes quite the impressive little 
ruffled sushi bowl. The mold is 4¾” in diameter 
and is 1¾” deep.
#F438

Leaf Dish
This dish makes a fantastic addition to any 
room by bringing a touch of the outdoors 
inside!  This unique mold is 7¼” long and  
4-3/8” wide and mimics the contours of a 
fallen arrowhead shaped leaf w/scalloping 
along the side edges of the leaf.
#F419

Shell Dish
This 5¾” x 5” x 1” deep shell with authentic 
detailing will make a shining addition to any 
nautical themed bathroom or kitchen or it can be 
used to hold small precious items.
#F372

Round Drop-Out
These molds look deceivingly plain, 
however, they make stunning vases with 
an outer diameter of 7” w/3” hole, or 9” dia. 
w/5” hole.  Use with kiln posts below.
#F302 3” hole
#F304 5” hole

Wine Bottle Sagger
15” x 4½”.  This mold allows you to make 
vintage plates from your favorite vintage 
wine bottles!  Slump the bottle for plates 
and hanging.
#F334

Mix & Match Ceramic Slumping Molds for Quantity Discount!


